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My name is Amanda and I’m the bibliophile
behind Let’s Get Booked. From reading to writing,
and gaming, I am truly a lover of storytelling in all
forms. 

I am incredibly passionate about bringing books
to life, crafting manuscripts, and creating covers
that reflect you and help you to succeed as an
author.

I have worked as an independent editor for 7
years, and as a cover designer for over 3 years.

My focus when working with you is building a
relationship based on trust and cooperation. I
want you to feel that your cover or book is in safe,
experienced hands.

I live in Ireland but I have worked with clients all
over the world.
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Developmental Editing

Developmental editing focuses on the big-
picture elements of your manuscript. The
goal of developmental editing is to help the
author shape and clarify their ideas, and to
ensure that the manuscript is coherent and
well-organized.

I edit in Microsoft Word using the Track
Changes feature.

A developmental edit will focus on:

Plot development
Plot flow
Plot holes/flaws
Worldbuilding
POV consistency
Characterization 
Character development
Consistency of voice
Dialogue tone and flow

Free sample edits available on request



Copy Editing

Copy editing focuses on the small-picture
elements of your manuscript. The goal is to
make sure your writing is clear, concise, and
consistent.

I edit in Microsoft Word using the Track
Changes feature.

A copy edit will focus on:

Grammar and spelling
Sentence structure
Clarity and readability
Tone and word choice
Consistency in capitalization 
Consistency in hyphenation
Consistent dialogue tags

Note:

I offer a combined copy and
developmental editing package 
that includes two rounds of edits

Free sample edits available on request



Book Formatting
The formatting/typesetting, or the interior
design of your book, needs as much thought
and dedication as the exterior design.

You may have worked hard to make sure
your book is professionally edited with an
eye-catching cover, but poor formatting will
still distract the reader.

I can create eye catching chapter designs
and provide you with ready to upload files for
KDP, Ingram or any other printer of your
choosing.

You will also have the option to turn your
manuscript in an eBook. 

Again, I will provide you with a ready-to-
upload file. There will be no converting or
hassle required on your end

Formatting samples and portfolio
available on request.



Book Cover Design
Your book cover design is the most
important marketing decision you will make
for your book. You need a cover design that
will stop your readers in their tracks but one
that also fits in with other books in your
genre.
Despite what the old saying tells us, people
will judge a book by its cover. I want to make
sure your cover stands out for the right
reason. My aim as a cover designer is to
create a visual image that not only matches
with your core story, but also captures the
emotion within the pages. Your cover should
send a clear message to your readers.

I have over ten years’ experience in design
across a wide variety of genres and have
helped hundreds of authors turn their vision
for their cover into a reality.

Note:

I design all of my covers using
Adobe Photoshop



Book Cover Design
A small selection of my cover design work







Book Marketing Design
Level up your book marketing with social
media banner and adverts branded to
match your book.

Below is a small selection of what I can
create. I can put together a package of
graphics to suit all budgets.

Website Banner
Newsletter Banner
Twitter Banner
Facebook Cover
Out Now  post / moving graphic
Cover reveal post / moving graphic
On sale post / moving graphic 

Bookmarks
Business cards
Notecards / postcards
Author/book catalogues



Book Marketing Design
Below you'll find an example of a branded social media pack

Instagram Grid Post

Twitter Cover Image



Book Marketing Design
Below you'll find an example of branded bookmarks



Special Offer from
Love Books Tours

Let's Get Booked is proud to team up with Kelly
Lacey of Love Books Tours to take your book
marketing to the next level.

Kelly can organize various virtual book tours and
events to increase your book's reach and get you
those all-important reviews! 

Your book is out in the world; now what!?

Visit 
 

https://kellylacey.com/love-books-tours/
 

Quote LGB2023 to get a discount on her services!

https://kellylacey.com/love-books-tours/

